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 Forced to [huddle]{.ul}, [sprawl]{.ul}, and [perch]{.ul} – Transitive verb to cling, squat, or settle down, usually with the implication of discomfort: He [huddled]{.ul} in the corner. They [sprawled]{.ul} on the couch. They [perched]{.ul} on the branch. *huddle \[verb\]* *cuddle \[verb\]* *squat \[verb\]* *perch \[verb\]* Summary ------- There is substantial overlap in semantic space between the
different types of prepositions. *Adverbial prepositions* tend to be short, so are common as subordinate clauses, and to be grammatical in virtually any discourse. *Transitive prepositions* can be used in either direct or indirect discourse, can be grammatical in a variety of contexts, and tend to be long, so are common as modifiers. *Intransitive prepositions* tend to be direct objects or objects of
comparison, and are semantically constrained. In most dialects, they are usually unmarked as a type of preposition. *Empirical tests* have shown the three types of prepositions to have distinctive patterns of distribution in syntax. *Transitive prepositions* tend to be frequent following *wh-*complements, whereas *adverbial prepositions* are the most frequent after nouns. However, *intransitive

prepositions* are extremely frequent in these positions. Finally, *determiners* tend to be near but distinct from the base noun. Some determiners are used with all types of prepositions, such as *the*, *no*, *a*, *few*, and *any*. Other determiners are specific to a particular type of preposition, and it is this type of preposition that they are most often found with, such as *all*, *every*, and *that*.
There are determiners that appear to be'marking', and that are only infrequent in a particular type of preposition. For example, the relative pronoun *what* is not as frequent as an adverbial preposition, such as *how*. Similarly, determiners that serve to restrict the meaning of the base noun, such as *that*, *which*, 82157476af
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